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Abstract As compared to early days of networks,
today’s network grows very rapidly. As network
grows the network problems also grows. To test and
debug the large network is the difficult and this is
the problem for the network administrators and the
network engineers. To check the liveness of network
administrators use the traditional tools such as ping,
trace route etc. But these tools have some drawbacks
while troubleshooting the network. These drawbacks
are overcome by the proposed system that is
“Automatic testing and troubleshooting a network
system”. This approach generates a device
independent model by getting router configurations.
In this approach minimal set of test packets are
generated and send to each and every link in a
network and localize the fault if fault occurs.
Keywords — Test packet Generation, Fault
Localization, Selection of Test Packet, Reachability
table. Switch Transfer Function.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today’s network is very huge and complex
and hence to monitor the network is become a
difficult task for network administrators. Because of
high scalability of network it contain software as
well as hardware errors such as mislabelled cables,
software bugs, router misconfigurations, fibre cuts,
faulty interfaces and many more. These are the
causes of network failure. Network administrators
use tools such as ping, trace route etc. to
troubleshoot the network. But using such tools it is
necessary to provide manual entries for checking the
liveness of network. In this way troubleshooting the
network is very difficult because to send the packets
routers use forwarding tables, forwarding rules, their
policies and other configuration parameters in a
distributed network. To observe the forwarding state
of each and every router it is necessary to log into
the each and every box. Also our network contains
many sub different networks and so many networks
have different policies .Sometime configuration
parameters also changes and policies will be
changed at particular instance while troubleshooting.
Manually send the test packets to check aliveness of
the network; the proposed system does so
automatically. To overcome the difficulties that is
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hardware failure and software bugs the proposed
system that is “Automatic troubleshooting of
network using test packet generation” automatically
create a less number of packets to test the aliveness
of networks. The proposed system also
automatically creates packets to test performance of
a network. In existing system Administrator The
proposed system will send generated packets
periodically in the network and check each and
every rule in the network. If fault is occurred then
fault is localized and corrective actions will be
implemented to solve the problem.
Troubleshooting a network is difficult for
three reasons [1]. First, the forwarding state is
distributed across multiple routers and firewalls and
is defined by their forwarding tables, filter rules, and
other configuration parameters. Second, the
forwarding state is hard to observe because it
typically requires manually logging into every box
in the network. Third, there are many different
programs, protocols, and humans updating the
forwarding state simultaneously (SeeFig.1). But
creating a tool using TPG algorithm would automate
the entire process.

Fig.1.Static versus dynamic checking: A policy is
compiles forwarding state, which is the n executed by the
forwarding plane. Static checking (e.g., confirms that A=B.
Dynamic checking (e.g., APTG in this paper) confirms
that the topology is meeting liveness properties (L) and
that B=C.

Fig.1 reveals the various views of network
states. At the top of figure policy A which is to be
compiled into the device specific configuration files
i.e. into policy B. After compilation process the
result is then decide the forwarding behaviour of the
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policy C. This can be done by using control plane
because forwarding state is written by the control
plane. At the bottom of figure the forwarding state is
used. The forwarding state is responsible for the
movement of packets from source to its intended
destination which contains FIB (Forwarding
Information Base), ACL (Access Control Lists) etc.
If you want to execute your network as per design
then it is necessary that three forwarding states
should remain equal at all the times.i.e.A=B=C.
Therefore our goal is “To build a system
which would automatically monitor functional and
performance faults in network. To detect and
diagnose errors by independently and exhaustively
testing all forwarding entries, firewall rules, and any
packet processing rules in the network. To check the
liveness and fault localization of the network.
II. RELATED WORK
A system which can read the router configuration
and depending upon that information they design
independent model known as ATPG [1] (Automatic
Test Packet Generation).This system is very scalable
and enhanced. They use modules that can be used to
generate test packets and send them periodically to
the network. The algorithm they used for that can
check each and every link. While doing this the state
information is send back to the system. If
unexpected behaviour is occurred then the algorithm
that is Fault localization algorithm will be invoked
and handle the fault [1]. This system can also detect
the performance and functional problems. They use
this system on two large network Stanford
University’s backbone network and Internet2 and
found that very small numbers of test packets are
required to test the network. To cover all the
network 4000 packets are required but for Stanford
network they seen only 54 packets were cover the
entire network.
A system Network performance anomaly
detection and localization present a framework that
contains three algorithms [2]. One algorithm is used
to detect unnatural behaviour of paths in networks.
Second selects set of links from source to destination
if unnatural behaviour is occurred. The third
algorithm is used to detect the root cause of
unnatural behaviour. It means that the algorithm
localize the fault or cause. The path selection
algorithm is used to frequently monitor all the links
and detect the unnatural behaviour of network and
also minimize the link investigation overhead. After
the completion of monitoring task the path
information is generated. This path information is
then used to localize the fault instead of additional
investigation for searching the links associated
between nodes. Hence it removes additional
investigation overhead automatically. The authors
proposed system reveals that as compared to
previously existing system there system can
maintain accuracy and increase performance with
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respect to time for detecting and localizing the
unnatural behaviour of network.
The Robust monitoring of link delays and faults
in IP networks was developed in [3]which was very
flexible or adaptable system to supervise the errors
occurred in ISP (Internet Service Provider) and the
link problems in EIP (Enterprise IP) network. They
used two phase approaches. In first phase they use
less number of supervising stations. These stations
are used to cover all the associated links between
nodes even if links are failed it doesn’t matter. In
second phase parallel they execute stations that
sends the inquiry messages to the network that can
determines the network faults. For station (minimum
set of stations) selection problems and link inquiry
problems they used greedy approximation algorithm.
This algorithm generates logarithmic approximation
value for station selection problem. The algorithm
also generates constant values for link assignment
problems.
Unassisted and automatic generation of highcoverage tests are also used in [4] for complex
systems program.They used a symbolic and
systematic tool known as KLEE. The ability of this
tool is to automatically generate tests. These tests
obtain high scope on a complicated and
comphrensive set of programs. They used KLEE and
checked all 89 standalone programs in a GNU
CORE UTILS utility suit which have core user level
environment which was installed on several UNIX
systems. As UNIX is open source system and hence
it contain several tested programs which are
available to all. KLEE generated test obtain high line
scope that is an average of 90% per tools. When they
did same for 75 equivalent tools in the embedded
system that is on BUSY BOX system suit they
obtain 100% coverage. On 31 of them they used the
KLEE tool for finding the bugs. They used KLEE
tool on approximately 452 applications and found
that about 56 of them have serious bugs. In that out
of 56 the 3 bugs were in CORE UTILS that had been
missed from 15 years. Finally they used both BUSY
BOX and CORE UTILS utilities for checking the
functionality errors and thousands of deviations.
After the invention of Open Flow Capable
Switches people used their functionality and their
exciting features. But this is less reliable due to the
programing errors. To reduce errors the centralized
programing model. This model uses single program
for network management. This model reveals less
probability of errors. Authors specify a systematic
and efficient technique for controlling unmodified
programs known as NICE tool[5]. This tool is used
to check the entire network space that is the
controller, the switches and the hosts information.
As there are so many challenges in the network such
as scalability, data packet discovery, maintaining
state information and event ordering. Authors
address this by implementing an innovative and
enhanced system that can check the symbolic
execution of event handlers. Authors also present a
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simplified Open Flow switch model to minimize the
bugs by applying specific strategies.
III. NETWORK MODEL
Let’s get familiar with some keywords.
Packets: A packet is defined by (port, header)
tuple, where the port denotes a packet’s position in
the network at any time instant; each physical port in
the network is assigned a unique number.

The administrator manually decides which ping
packets to send. Here, the approaches designed can
prevent software logic errors but fails to detect
failures caused by failed links and routers.
Proposed SystemInstead of the administrator, the system tool would
do so periodically on his or her behalf. Whereas here,
automatic troubleshooting of network using packet
generation system automatically detects the failures
by testing the liveness of the underlying topology.

Switches: A switch transfer function T, models a
network device, such as a switch or router. Each
network device contains a set of forwarding rules
(e.g., the forwarding table) that determine how
packets are
Rules: A rule generates a list of one or more
output packets, corresponding to the output port(s) to
which the packet is sent, and defines how packet
fields are modified. The rule abstraction models all
real-world rules we know including IP forwarding
(modifies port, checksum, and TTL, but not
IPaddress); VLAN tagging (adds VLAN IDs to the
header); and ACLs (block a header, or map to a
queue). Essentially, a rule defines how a region of
header space at the ingress (the set of packets
matching the rule) is transformed into regions of
header space at the egress [1].
Fig 2. System Architecture

Rule History: At any point, each packet has a
rule history (r0, r1…) an ordered list of rules the
packet matched so far as it traversed the network.
Rule histories are fundamental to proposed system,
as they provide the basic raw material from which
systems constructs tests.
Topology: The topology transfer function,
models the network topology by specifying which
pairs of ports (psrc, pdst) are connected by links.
Links are rules that forward packets from psrc to
pdst without modification. If no topology rules
match an input port, the port is an edge port, and the
packet has reached its destination.
Switch Transfer Function(STF) Pseudo Code:
STF Ti (Pk)
# Repeat upon priority of switch
for rule r member of ruleseti
do
If(Pk € r.matchset
Pk.history←U{r}
return Pk
else
return [(drop, Pk.h)]
end
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
A. SYSTEM ARCHITCTURE
Current system –
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Steps of execution of proposed system1. The system first collects all the forwarding
state from the network
2. System uses Header Space Analysis to compute
reachability between all the test terminals.
3. The result is then used by the test packet
selection algorithm to compute a minimal set of test
packets that can test all rules.
4. These packets will be sent periodically by the
test terminals.
5. If an error is detected, the fault localization
algorithm is invoked to narrow down the cause of
the error.
B. MODULES
Module 1: Generation of Test Packets:
The goal of this module is to develop a
bunch of test packets to discover the nodes located
in network. The test packet is provided to the switch
or router. The router contains forwarded rules and
hence the packets are forwarded in the network. In
this way each and every link will be examined and
the failure link will find out if packet is not delivered
to intended port.
Module2: Generation of All-Pairs Reachability
Table:
This module is used to compute the set of
packet headers that can sent across the network. For
that header, proposed module sends the set of rules it
travelled along the path. For that purpose the allpairs reachability algorithm is used .For every host
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all header fields are applied with respect to the
transfer function to the first terminal where you can
send test packets. To do so, system applies the allpairs reachability algorithm as follows:
1. Header constraints are applied. For example, if
traffic can be sent on VLAN A, then instead of
starting with an all- x header, the VLAN tag bits are
set to A.
2. Set of rules that match the packet are recorded in
packet history. Hence all-pairs reachability table as
shown in table1.
Table 1: All pair Reachability table-Contains All headers
from every node with their rule history

Header
H1
H2
.
.
.
Hn

Inport
P11
P21
.
.
.
Pn1

Outport
P12
P22
.
.
.
Pn2

Rule History
{r11,r12…..}
{r21,r22…..}
.
.
.
{rn1,rn2…..}

Module3: System Tool:
This module is used to generates the less
number of test packets so that entire network is
covered by at least one test packet. During this
process if error is detected, this tool uses a fault
localization algorithm to determine the failed links.

I1=(1. . . n) n= incorrect firewall rule
O=(O1)(output))
O1=( test the live ness of the underlying topology)
F=function Network(packets, switches, T)
For pk0 € packets do
T←FIND_SWITCH (pk0.p, switches)
For pk1 € T(pk0) do
If pk1.p € EdgePort then
#Reached edge
RECORD(pk1)
Else
#Find next hop
NETWORK(T(pk1),switches,T)
Succ=desired output is generated.
Fail=desired output is not generated.
For your reference
S- is system
s- start state of project.
e- end state of project.
i-input for your project
f-is functions
DD-deterministic data(means valid input data)
NDD-non deterministic data(invalid input data).
Succ- successful state of your project
Fail-failure state of your project
Algorithm:
INPUT: N1, N2, N3, R1, R2, R3, ATPG TOOL
START:
1: Packet PK arrives at a network port P.
2: The switch function that T contains the

Module 4: Fault Localization:
The proposed system periodically sends test
packets. If test packets is not reached or failed, the
proposed system recognizes the fault and the root
cause of that problem. Fault occurred if its observed
behaviour differs from its expected behaviour. If a
test packet is not delivered to the intended output
port forwarding rule is failed, when packets are
dropped drop rule is worked. When topology
problems are there then we can say that this is the
link failure.
Fault Model: A rule fails if its observed behaviour
differs from its expected behaviour. Proposed
system keeps track of where rules fail using a result
function. For a rule, the result function is defined as
R(r, Pk)={ 0, if packet Pk fails at rule i}
{1, if packet Pk succeeds at rule i}

input port PK.P
3: Produce a list of packets.
4: If packet reaches destination it is ecorded.
ELSE Topology function called
switch function containing new
port.
5: Process repeats until packet reaches to
destination or dropped.
END
OUTPUT: Packets reached status.
VI. EXPECTED RESULTS
The system is able to

V. MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND ALGORITHM:
S={s, e, i, o, f, DD, NDD, Succ, Fail}
s=header space analysis.
e=test packet generate and localize fault.
I=(I1,I2,I3. . . ..)
The deterministic data are,
I1=(1. . . .n) n=minimal set test packets.
The non-deterministic data are.
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Send test packets to all terminals
Check liveness properties of network.
Find faults if occurs.
Show the forwarding state of packets

The Result of the system contains the Screen
shots as bellow.
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1. Test Packet Generation Tool:-

4. Admin monitoring the network by checking router R1

2. Node N1 sending packet information-

5. Admin monitoring the network by checking
router R2.

3. Receiving packet information at router R16. Admin monitoring the network by checking
router R3
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7. The receiving packet information at node N3

testing with a simple fault localization scheme also
constructed using the header space framework.
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